Form of material and dates: Dated 1754-1757. Photocopy (with original and carbon typescript) of satirical works usually known as "Dinwiddianae" or Select Poems Pro Patria, by an unknown author or authors. The works are against the policies of Robert Dinwiddie, (1693-1770), governor of Virginia. Originals are in Brock Collection (BR 74), from Huntington Library. They have been published in an article by Richard Beale Davis who speculates about their authorship and who annotates them. The article is "The Colonial Virginia Satirist" in American Philosophical Society Transactions (new series), volume 57, part 1 (1967), pp. 5-42. The collection also includes an essay, 1964, by Tobias Mark Sindt, "Some Insights of the Dialect of Colonial Virginia" (using the "Dinwiddianae" and related manuscripts). 64 pp.
"Dimwiddianae..."

Contents

1 Photostat of Manuscript (64 sheets) with these items included: Pst
1756, "The Eight Month." "Buttonlegs Browncoat" to JOHN MERCER.
January. THOMAS BROWNCOAT at "Virginia Purtomok river" to
PLUS GREEN, Annapolis.

1757, Apr. 15. TITUS O'GREWELL to HUGH WEST.
= "DIMWIDDIANAE, or Select Poems Pro Patria, Vol. I...
Virginia. The third edition Published at the Request of the
People."

1754, Nov. 4. Thirty seven verse poem with notes.
1755, Nov. Vol. II, "Dialogue between the Deputy Viceroy of x x x x
& his first Minister, upon the day of Nov'r., 1775, it being
the memorable day of the dissolution of the General Assembly,
to which are added the notes & Observations of Benjamin Brown-
coat, A. M."

1756, "The Little Booke addressed to the Colony by the Author of
Dimwiddianae with notes by the publisher Pro Patria."

1757, Apr. 30. "As Virginam Dolentum!"
1757, Apr. 30. TIMOTHY MCCATES to "Dear Honney." ";\iac;Oate.
May 3. TIMOTHY MCCATES to .
1754, Dec. 3. "Friend" to "Curnell Chizzell."
= "Suffering Commun" to JOHN CHISWELL, Williamsburg.
(All the above is on one continuous manuscript of 64 sheets
reproduced from the Brock Collection in the Henry E. Huntington
Library, marker "for reference only, NOT for reproduction.")

3and 3 Original and carbon typescript of the above. 2 pieces. TM.

utilizing the Dimwiddianae and related manuscripts), by
TOBEY SINDT. TM.